The paper discusses the properties of the nonlinear thermodiffusion equation corresponding to the diffusion processes, which occur with a finite velocity. In the previous papers, A. J. Janavičius proposed the nonlinear diffusion equation with the diffusion coefficient directly proportional to the concentration of impurities. This equation provides a more exact description of the profiles of impurities in Si crystals. The heat transfer in gases carries a greater average kinetic energy based on nonlinear diffusion of gas molecules from hot regions to the coldest ones with a finite velocity by random Brownian motions. In this case, the heat transfer in gases can be described by using nonlinear thermodiffusion equation with heat transfer and thermodiffusion coefficients directly proportional to temperature T . The obtained approximate analytical solutions are successfully applied in defining temperature profiles and heat transfer coefficients in gases as well as providing opportunities for practical applications. It has been concluded that heat spreading in gases depends on temperature differences and pressure in gases.
INTRODUCTION
In the previous papers, we have discussed the nonlinear diffusion of impurities in semiconductors [1] , [2] , nonlinear thermodiffusion in gasses [3] and heat transfer in metals by electrons [4] using mathematical methods of similarity variables [1] for nonlinear equations. The obtained results are important for engineering applications. We assume that the process of heat transmittance in gasses is similar to nonlinear diffusion processes described as Brownian movement of atoms in solids spreading with a finite velocity. Heat transfer can be described using modified theory of the nonlinear diffusion in solids [1] . In this case, the fre quency of the jumps of diffusing molecules [6] depends upon the coordinates, concentration and temperature. The coefficient of thermal conductivity of gases can be expressed in the following way [6] : (1) Here λ -mean values of a free path of diffusing molecules, v -mean velocities of molecular movement, v c -molar heat capacity at constant volume, ρ -density of gas, n -number of molecules per unit volume, k -Boltzmann constant, T -temperature of gases, µ -molar mass, R -gas constant, d -diameter of a gas molecule, m D -coefficient of thermal diffusion in gases.
We introduced the equation of thermal conductivity of gases [6] with the nonlinear thermodiffusion coefficient proportional to the temperature:
We introduced the constant pressure for slow heat transmission in gases when decreasing temperature
Using the heat flow j for continuity equation [6] , we obtained 
can be rewritten in a more convenient form (4) which mathematically coincides with nonlinear diffusion equation [1] . The numerical calculations provided in [2] is possible only if it exists in the points x . This requirement is equivalent to the approval that thermodiffusion must occur with finite velocity. It is very important for definition of thermal conductivity [3] and diffusion coefficients [1] , [2] .
The nonlinear heat conduction equation [7] can be rewritten by introducing nonlinear equation (5) for energy density E .
The complicated approximate analytical solution [7] ) , ( t x E of the equation (5) cannot be experimentally measured. In our case, temperatures ) , ( t x T can be measured directly and compared to theoretical calculations.
SOLUTION OF THE NONLINEAR HEAT DIFFUSION EQUATION FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
The solution of (4) can be obtained by introducing similarity variable [5] ξ and function
which depends on thermodiffusion constant e D at environment temperature e T . By substituting (6) into (4), we obtain nonlinear differential equation (7) The solution of this nonlinear equation can be expanded by power series, including boundary condition at maximum value
Now equation (7) must be transformed for the new variable z (9) By requiring that solution ) (z f of nonlinear equation (9) 
at heat maximum penetration point we obtain 1 )
The solution ) (z f (8) must satisfy the second boundary condition
The expression of temperature (6), (8) at heat source S T is obtained
The approximate solution (16) is used including the boundary condition (15)
Thermodiffusion coefficients and experimental [9] values of heat conductivities e K in air at normal pressure and moderate temperatures with specific heat for air density are presented in Table 1 . Using these meanings of e D and solving (11), (12), (13), (17), we can obtain the heat penetration depths (6) t Table 2 . Using solutions (16) presented in Table 2 , we see that at less values The obtained solutions of equation (9) are presented in Table 2 . The experimental heat penetration depths can define thermal diffusion coefficients e D with dimension (11), (12) 
The sufficiently exact solutions ) (z f calculated by Mathcad 2013 are presented in Table 2 . The profiles of functions i f and i F (14) like The profiles in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are parallel lines, which are defined by and relations (20) presented by slowly changing numbers ) , ( e S T T C in Table 2 . The form of the obtained profiles approximately coincides with the profiles of nonlinear diffusion in solids when the diffusion coefficient is directly proportional to concentration of impurities for temperature depending on time [10] . The quantity of the heat S Q introduced in gases from surface with square S can be equally transmitted to gasses
The obtained result is similar to the quantity of the introduced impurities by the nonlinear diffusion [11] 
In the nonlinear thermodiffusion model, heat transition by the molecules with large e T T / ∆ and significantly greater average kinetic energy such as diffusion of some impurities in cold gases can be considered. The heat spreading from a point source with heat quantity Q in a one dimensional case in x axis is presented by changing of temperatures [12] and defined by 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A similar task and approach have been considered for nonlinear diffusion [2] , [13] , [14] in gases. In this case, the definition of diffusion coefficients, which depend on average values of frequencies of molecule collisions in the frontier region of diffusion profiles, has been introduced. For practical calculations of temperature profiles, the coefficients 
